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The Origin Worksheet lets you store relevant metadata in Column Label Rows on top of the columns. Default rows include Long Name, Units, Comments, F(x) for Column Formula, and Sparklines that display a miniature graph of the data in the column. Users can further customize label rows for
including other metadata elements. This image shows custom rows with rich text formatting for super-subscript, and images inserted from external files. The Origin Worksheet lets you store relevant metadata in Column Label Rows on top of the columns. Default rows include Long Name, Units,
Comments, F(x) for Column Formula, and Sparklines that display a miniature graph of the data in the column. Users can further customize label rows for including other metadata elements. This image shows custom rows with rich text formatting for superscript and subscript. On June 12, the
FDA approved a new proposed adult and pediatric label for Namenda (memantine hydrochloride), an approved treatment for moderate to severe dementia in adults and adolescents and which is being studied to evaluate its potential to treat moderate to severe pain in patients ages 15 and
older. The FDA proposes to include a special patient information section, titled “The Use of N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) Receptor Antagonists, or Amantadine, with an opioid.” The proposed labeling would include a boxed warning, or a warning specific to patients taking an opioid and receiving
NMDA receptor antagonists, and a section to inform patients of the risks of opioid use in the presence of an NMDA receptor antagonist.
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